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Questions concerning the uptake of the study of languages and the identity of Modern Languages as 
a disciplinary field within the academy are of urgent national concern. Where Are We Now? aims to 
build on the success of Our Uncommon Ground (organized by Durham’s School of Modern Languages 
& Cultures in 2018). The 2018 conference sought to sketch out both the common and uncommon 
ground between the many (sub-)disciplines that comprise Modern Languages and to offer a platform 
from which to establish a regular UK-based gathering of the Modern Languages community. It did so 
in order to promote the productive exchange of ideas across existing subject boundaries and 
collectively to address issues facing the discipline nationally and globally (see further: http://our-
uncommon-ground.co.uk/).  

By focussing on the question of location, both disciplinary and geographic, Where Are We Now? aims 
to foster dialogue about the connections between new research in Modern Languages and a range 
of highly topical debates around space, access, mobility, and the global and the local. Those are 
debates which cannot properly be conducted without thinking about language/s. The ‘where’ of 
research in Modern Languages is primarily – but not exclusively – a question of the location of the 
‘target’ or subject cultures and their languages. It also encompasses the question of the researcher’s 
subject position; institutional factors determining perceptions of cultural difference and visibility of 
Modern Languages research; social factors determining access to language learning and exposure to 
the positives of intercultural exchange (as opposed to those negatively configured in rhetoric 
surrounding migration); and a politically sensitive, critical perception of mobility and of the 
global/local relationship in the Anthropocene. 

We invite proposals for papers on the following specific subtopics: 

• Cognitive Literary Studies 

• The Edges of the Nineteenth-Century Page 

• Imagining the Anthropocene: Ecology and Energy in Art, Literature and Film 

• Interlingual Translation and Beyond 

• Is Literary Theory Secular? 

• The Mobile Image: Circulation, Logistics, Infrastructure 

• Narrating Contemporary Europe 

• Post-Global Aesthetics 

• Transnational Cinemas: Openings and Challenges 

• A Transnational Curriculum for Modern Languages 

• Where (and When) is the Nonhuman in Modern Languages? 

Please provide an abstract of maximum 250 words. Please indicate the topic your proposed paper 
addresses at the top of the page. Please upload proposals at the following link by 20 September 
2019: 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/event.durham/eventmanagement/abstracts/wherearewenow/  
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